
ReadySpaces launches impressive 112,000
square feet co-warehousing facility in Farmers
Branch, Texas

Members working at ReadySpaces Farmer's Branch

ReadySpaces opens fourth location in

Texas, first in Dallas-Fort Worth metro

area, as part of expansion strategy.

DALLAS, TEXAS, US, June 2, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- ReadySpaces, a

leading provider of flexible co-

warehousing solutions for businesses,

is excited to announce the grand

opening of a new 112,000-square-foot

facility in Farmers Branch, Texas. The

state-of-the-art co-warehousing space

is designed to accommodate

businesses of all sizes, from startups to

established enterprises. It provides a

flexible and scalable solution for their warehousing needs.

The new facility, strategically located in the heart of the DFW Metroplex, offers easy access to

major highways and transportation networks. It is an ideal hub for businesses looking to

optimize their logistics and supply chain operations. The facility features private and shared

warehouse spaces, modern office suites, and essential amenities like loading docks, conference

rooms, and break areas.

"At ReadySpaces, our mission is to provide businesses with affordable and flexible co-

warehousing options that enable them to grow & succeed," Kevin Petrovic, CEO at ReadySpaces.

"We are thrilled to expand our nationwide footprint by adding this new facility in Farmers

Branch, which will help local businesses compete in the dynamic and fast-paced market."

The Farmers Branch location is part of ReadySpaces' ongoing expansion plan, with the company

operating co-warehousing facilities across the United States. As the demand for flexible

warehousing solutions grows, ReadySpaces remains committed to helping businesses overcome

logistical challenges and reduce overhead costs.

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://readyspaces.com
https://readyspaces.com/location/dallas/farmers-branch


About ReadySpaces

ReadySpaces is a leading co-warehousing provider, offering flexible and scalable solutions for

businesses needing warehouse space, office suites, and essential amenities. With locations

across the United States, ReadySpaces helps companies to optimize their logistics and supply

chain operations by providing affordable, convenient, and flexible co-warehousing options. For

more information about ReadySpaces and its services, please visit ReadySpaces.
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